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Grounding and anchoring
Before the interlude on tools and terminology, we were confronted with two
different approaches to the social world: ontological individualism and the
“Standard Model.” I described ontological individualism in the first two
chapters and raised worries about it in the third. It is a widely held thesis, its
content largely agreed on: it is a thesis about supervenience. That is, there can
be no change in the social properties without a change in the individualistic
properties. The “Standard Model of Social Ontology,” alternatively, is the
view that social objects are projections of our attitudes or agreements onto
the non-social world. Social entities, on this view, are performative and the
product of collective intentions.
I suggested that these two views hinge on two different relations
between people and the social world. The first view takes facts about people
to be the building blocks of social facts. In the second view, facts about
people’s attitudes set up constitutive rules or conventions, governing the
social world. A mob is a paradigm of the first view, and a dollar bill is a
paradigm of the second.
With more tools in hand, let us now get more specific about these
relations, and how they fit together in an overall model of social facts. In the
model I will put forward, all social facts involve both relations. Any given
social fact has building blocks, and also metaphysical reasons for why that
fact’s building blocks are what they are. This chapter explains the overall
model and its parts.

What “constitutive rules” are after
Consider again the Standard Model. Searle’s version of it, for instance,
consists of two parts. There is the constitutive rule, having the form X counts
as Y in C, and there are the facts about collective acceptance, which put the
constitutive rules in place.
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One of the problems I raised with Searle’s view was that it was
unclear about what sorts of social things it was supposed to give an account
of. Searle characterizes his view as a theory of “institutional facts.” But
boundaries and money themselves are objects or kinds, not facts.
It turns out that facts are a good category for us to focus our
attention on. But if we are talking about facts, we should talk about facts, not
objects or kinds. As a working example, it makes sense to pick something
simple — say, a fact about a particular dollar bill. Take the dollar bill in my
pocket. Call it ‘Billy’. 1 A nice example of a particular social fact is this: Billy is
a dollar bill.
With this particular fact in mind, consider the constitutive rule for
dollars. Remember that Searle’s proposal is:
(CR) Bills issued by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing count as
dollars in the United States.
Let’s not worry about whether Searle’s rule gives the right conditions for a bill
to be a dollar. It probably does not, since it is unclear whether that Bureau is
really responsible for issuing currency, or whether it is just the organization
that prints currency. But let’s not press this point.
Instead, let us consider what Searle is trying to capture or accomplish
with the constitutive rule, and assess whether his proposed formula actually
does that. First off, we should note that his idea would have been much
clearer if he had written the formula as a conditional — an if-then statement
— rather than as what linguists call a “generic.” One issue with the “generic”
formulation is that the formula X counts as Y in C is meant to apply both to
particular cases and to general cases. It is meant to be a formula for
constitutive rules applying to one particular thing, such as a particular line of
stones counting as a boundary. And it is meant to be a formula for all the bills
issued by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. So it is not clear whether ‘X’
is a singular term or a general term. But in any case, generics are notoriously
difficult to interpret. They often hold only for some of the X’s, not all of
them. (For instance, the generic “Mosquitos carry malaria” is true, even
though most mosquitos do not.) A universal conditional is much more
1

Here I am glossing over a subtle issue — which object exactly does the name ‘Billy’ refer to?
The dollar bill, or the piece of paper that materially constitutes the bill? I discuss material
constitution in Part Two, and a precise formulation of constitutive rules will need clarity on
this.
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explicit, something like: For all objects z, if z has property X, then z has
property Y.
That much is just a technical preference. But when we cast it in more
explicit form, we start to see what Searle is trying to do with the “constitutive
rule.” It is intended to give the conditions an object needs to satisfy in order
for it to be an instance of the relevant social kind. That is, for an object to be a
dollar bill, it needs to satisfy the antecedent conditions given in the “X-term.”
If an object has the property being issued by the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, then that suffices for it to be a dollar bill.
The point may be even clearer with Hume’s example of a promise. In
Hume’s theory, we have the convention If an uttered phrase has the form ‘I
promise to S’, that utterance is a promise. This is a statement of the conditions
that something needs to satisfy in order to be a promise. If something is an
uttered phrase having that form, then it is a promise.
In both of the cases, we can see that the aim of this part of the theory
is to give the conditions for something to have a social property. But there is
still something missing. The aim of the “constitutive rule” is not just to give a
set of happenstance conditions for something to be a dollar bill, or a promise.
Instead, it is to give the conditions for grounding a fact about a dollar, or
about a promise. The antecedent is not just an accidentally sufficient
condition. It is the metaphysical reason that something is a dollar, or a
promise. Constitutive rules tell us what grounds what.
Grounding is most straightforwardly understood as a relation
between facts. And in investigating social metaphysics, we look for the
reasons for a wide variety of social facts to be the case. This is what a
constitutive rule should be telling us. Sometimes we set up grounding
conditions for a particular fact. For instance, we set up grounding conditions
for the existence of one particular boundary around a village. More typically,
we set up general conditions for grounding some kind of social fact. If we
consider particular facts like Billy is a dollar, or else Joey is a dollar, these
both obtain because an object satisfies the appropriate grounding condition.
The fact Billy is a dollar is grounded by the fact Billy was issued by the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. The fact Joey is a dollar is grounded by
the fact Joey was issued by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. But both
of these fall under one constitutive rule.
70
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In short, a typical constitutive rule articulates the link between a set
of grounding conditions X and a grounded fact of type Y:

For any z, the fact z is X grounds the fact z is Y.
Grounding conditions

Grounded fact

Figure 6A Parts of a constitutive rule
A constitutive rule is a principle that connects a set of grounding conditions
to a particular social fact or a type of social fact. It articulates what the
grounding conditions are for a social fact. This means that the constitutive
rule is not among the grounding conditions for a social fact, 2 but instead
describes how the social fact is grounded. Moreover, it expresses the
grounding conditions across an entire set of situations, contexts, or worlds.
We might depict the grounding of a range of different social facts with the
following diagram:
Social
facts

Billy is a dollar.
grounds

Grounding
facts

Billy is a bill printed by the
Bureau of Printing and
Engraving.

Joey is a dollar.

Tommy is a dollar.
grounds

Tommy is a bill printed by
the Bureau of Printing and
Engraving.

grounds

Joey is a bill printed by the
Bureau of Printing and
Engraving.

For all z, the fact z is a bill printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving
grounds the fact z is a dollar.

Figure 6B Grounding facts about dollars, in a context or world
This figure depicts several facts about dollars being grounded. These
are actual facts. Billy is the bill in my pocket, Tommy is the bill in the drawer,
and Joey is the bill on the table. All three were issued by the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing, hence all three are dollars. In this context, the
various social facts are all grounded in accordance with a single principle. But
the principle is not “in the picture,” alongside the particular instances of
grounding. Rather, it is part of the “picture frame.” It is a principle that
expresses the grounding conditions that have been set up.
In talking about these principles, I am shifting away from Searle’s
term ‘constitutive rule’ altogether. As we will see, there are many different
sorts of principles that give the grounding conditions for social facts. Many of
them serve quite different purposes from the ones Searle discusses. The term
2

I explain and defend this in detail in Chapter 9.
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‘constitutive rule’ is so closely associated with Searle’s formula X counts as Y
in C, that it would be very confusing to retain his term for this much more
general notion. Also, the term ‘constitutive rule’ was never a particularly
appropriate one. Like the Holy Roman Empire, which was neither holy, nor
Roman, nor an empire, constitutive rules are neither constitutive nor are they
rules. Instead, I will call these general principles “frame principles.”

Frames and frame principles
Figure 6B only displays the grounding of actual facts. But the grounding
conditions for x is a dollar do not only apply to actual dollars. They also
apply to other possibilities. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing, for
instance, might have issued more dollars than it actually did. Or it might have
issued fewer. These kinds of possibilities are exactly the sorts of things that
we want to model in the social sciences. If we want to work out the
consequences of different policies, we consider what would happen in other
possibilities — for instance, what chain of events a different dollar-printing
policy would unleash. Is it a good policy choice to fire up the printing presses,
and crank out the bills? In examining that possibility, we apply the same
frame principle to a non-actual situation.
More generally, social kinds can be instantiated across the universe
of different situations, contexts, or worlds. When we set up the conditions for
some social fact to obtain, we set up the grounding conditions for that
universe. We set up the conditions for it to obtain even in situations,
contexts, or worlds where we do not exist.
This means we have to generalize from a single situation, context, or
world to a universe of possible worlds. A frame is a structure containing this
universe, i.e., a set of possible worlds in which the grounding conditions for
social facts are fixed in a particular way. 3 Each of these possible worlds may
have different grounding facts from one another. (For instance, in a different
possible world, it is not the piece of paper Billy that was printed by the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, but instead a different piece of paper,
Mary.) Different possible worlds, therefore, may have a variety of different
3

Frames can be modeled using a multi-frame or multi-dimensional modal logic. For
background on multi-modal logics, see Blackburn et al. 2006; Marx and Venema 1997; van
Benthem 1996. For an application to social ontology, see Grossi 2007; Grossi et al. 2006.
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social facts that are thereby grounded. Across the entire frame, however, the
grounding conditions for social facts are the same. 4
A frame principle gives the grounding conditions not just for the
actual world, but for all possibilities. Figure 6C depicts an entire frame, all
governed by one frame principle:
Actual world

Possible world w2

Billy is a dollar.

Tommy is a dollar.
grounds

grounds
Billy is a bill printed by
the Bureau of Printing
and Engraving.

Mary is a dollar.
grounds

Tommy is a bill printed by
the Bureau of Printing
and Engraving.

Mary is a bill printed by
the Bureau of Printing
and Engraving.

Possible world w3

Billy is not a bill printed by
the Bureau of Printing and
Engraving.

Other possible worlds

Billy is a dollar.

Danny is a dollar. Sally is a dollar.

Mike is a dollar. Belinda is a dollar.

There are no dollars.

grounds
Billy is a bill printed by
the Bureau of Printing
and Engraving.

Tommy is not a bill printed
by the Bureau of Printing
and Engraving.

Danny is a
bill printed
by the
Bureau of
Printing
and
Engraving.

Sally is a bill
printed by
the Bureau
of Printing
and
Engraving.

No bills
were
printed by
the Bureau
of Printing
and
Engraving.

…

Mike is a
bill printed
by the
Bureau of
Printing
and
Engraving.

Belinda is a
bill printed
by the
Bureau of
Printing
and
Engraving.

For all z, the fact z is a bill printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving
grounds the fact z is a dollar.

Figure 6C An entire frame
In this diagram, several different possible worlds are depicted. In different
worlds, different grounding facts obtain. In some worlds, both Billy and
Tommy are issued by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. In some worlds,
different objects are. These different facts about bill issuance ground different
facts about dollars. The same frame principle, however, governs all these
possibilities. The kind dollar has one fixed set of grounding conditions, which
can be satisfied by different facts in different possible worlds. These
grounding conditions are given by one frame principle.
This much — frames, frame principles, grounding conditions — is
already the start of a framework for thinking about social metaphysics in
general. It immediately raises a number of topics to investigate. What are the
grounding conditions for a given social fact? What kinds of social facts are
there, and how do we express the various grounding conditions for them?
However, I should note that we are far from finished with refining the form
4

If the “contingency” view of grounding is correct, this need not always be so. But for our
purposes, I will take all the frame principles to be necessary in the frame.
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of frame principles. Several issues need to be addressed in order for the form
to make sense. But we will be able to make quicker headway on these in the
context of the specific case of groups, which is the topic of Part Two of the
book. Instead, I now turn to the other part of the model — why are these the
grounding conditions for x is a dollar, rather than those? What puts frame
principles in place?

Anchoring
Recall the diagram we drew for the children’s tea party in Chapter 4:
The stuffed animals sat at tea.
Lea, Micah, and Jeremy
played a game in which
stuffed animals placed
around a table, with
cups and saucers set
before them, are at tea.

Lucas (the stuffed rat), Chloe (the stuffed
cow), …, and Lloyd (the stuffed bear)
were on chairs around the table, with
cups and saucers set before each.

Figure 6D The role of people in the “tea party”
In this figure, we can now discern a grounding relation on the right hand
side. In the box on the right, two facts are listed:
(6.3) Lucas, Chloe, …, and Lloyd were on chairs around the table,
with cups and saucers set before each.
(6.4) The stuffed animals sat at tea.
The children have set up a game in which facts about the arrangement of the
stuffed animals ground facts about their being “at tea.” In setting up the
game, Lea, Micah, and Jeremy have not only set up the parameters for the
actual moves the animals make. They set up the grounding conditions for
different possibilities. For example: If the plastic triangle were placed in front
of the stuffed rat instead of in front of the stuffed bear, then the rat would be
“eating a scone” and the bear would be “eating nothing.” The right-hand box
could therefore be elaborated with a diagram analogous to figure 6B,
depicting the rules of the game as the frame principles, operative across the
whole range of possibilities. None of this, however, yet includes Lea, Micah
and Jeremy. They are not part of the facts that ground the “tea party” facts.
Rather, they set up the rules: the frame principles. It is because of facts about
the children that the frame principles are in place. The rightward arrow in
figure 6D represents a different relation than grounding.
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It is a general feature of kinds — not just social kinds like dollars and
play tea parties — that something needs to glue them together. Even a natural
kind like gold may need a bit of “glue,” to set it up as a natural kind. Some
philosophers hold, for instance, that laws of nature play some role in acting
as this glue. The idea is that all it takes for an object to be a sample of gold is
to be composed of atoms with a particular atomic number. However, what
unifies a chemical kind (like gold) into a natural kind is that the laws of
nature make the chemical behave in certain regular ways. Without laws
gluing the chemical kind together, it would not be a natural kind at all. 5
The Standard Model gives us a standard answer about how the social
kinds are “glued.” They are glued by our ongoing attitudes toward those
kinds. Searle and Hume give us different versions of this theory. Recall that
on Searle’s theory, they are glued together by a very particular fact: the fact
The members of the community collectively accept the constitutive rule for the
kind. On Hume’s theory, they are glued together by the beliefs and practices
that put in place a convention about that kind. There are surely other
possibilities as well. But all of these theories are theories about a particular
relation. They are theories about the “putting in place” relation that holds
between a set of facts and the grounding conditions for a kind — in other
words, between a set of facts and a frame principle. This is the relation I call
anchoring.
‘Anchoring’ — like ‘grounding,’ ‘causing,’ and many other terms in
metaphysics — is difficult to define explicitly. The way we fix the reference of
a term in metaphysics is not very different from the way we fix a term in the
sciences. We do it by describing it, and pointing to it. Philosophers have not
yet, for instance, worked out an adequate analysis of grounding. Some of its
basic characteristics are still unknown. Does the grounding relation only hold
between a more fundamental fact and a less fundamental fact? Or is
fundamentality irrelevant to grounding? These questions are still being
investigated, but that does not imply that they do not have answers. The term
‘causation’ is similar. We have scads of examples of events that stand in
causal relations to one another, but there is basic disagreement about the
characteristics of causation. Still, that does not prevent the term ‘causation’
from picking out a particular metaphysical relation, even though we do not
5

This is only one view among many of natural kinds.
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quite know what it is. Just as we do not need to have a perfect theory of
temperature, lightning, or magnetism, in order to refer to and theorize about
them, neither do we need a perfect theory in order to start theorizing about
causation, grounding, and anchoring. (Of course we cannot need a perfect
theory of something in order to start theorizing about it. If we did, we would
never be able to start theorizing about anything.) Instead, we pick these
things out with examples, partial theories, and metaphors.
In the case of anchoring, theories stretch back at least to Locke’s
account of nominal essences, if not back to Aristotle’s agreement-based
theories of language and of law. But the distinction has not been clearly made
between the grounding facts, and the facts that put in place the grounding
conditions.
It is natural to wonder whether there really is a difference between
anchors and grounds. Why aren’t anchors just more grounds for a given
social fact? In the examples I have given, I have tried to present an intuitive
case for this. But the question remains a good one: I will address it head on in
Chapter 9. At the end of the day, however, what matters is whether the model
works. If anchoring (or grounding, for that matter) turns out to be very
useful, that provides evidence that we are in the vicinity of something
illuminating. So it is as important to apply it, and see how it works in
particular cases, as it is to argue for it abstractly.
I will take anchoring to be a relation between a set of facts and a
frame principle. 6 For a set of facts to anchor a frame principle is for those
facts to be the metaphysical reason that the frame principle is the case. In this
sense, anchoring is very much like grounding. For a set of facts g1, … , gm to
ground fact f is for g1, … , gm to be the metaphysical reason that f obtains in a
world. For a set of facts a1, … , an to anchor a frame principle R is for a1, … ,
an to be the metaphysical reason that R holds for the frame. Both are
“metaphysical reason” relations. But they do different work, and stand
between different sorts of relata.

6

It may be more intuitive to understand anchoring as a function from sets of facts to frame
principles, or else as a function from worlds (usually at times) to frames as a whole.
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Putting the picture together
Anchoring and grounding fit together into a single model of social ontology.
To illustrate, let us use Searle’s theory of dollars as an example once again.
According to that theory, the fact We collectively accept CR anchors
constitutive rule CR. That constitutive rule expresses the grounding
conditions for facts about dollars. It is then particular facts about pieces of
paper (i.e. these bills were issued by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing)
that ground the social facts (i.e. these bills are dollars). Depicting this
involves adding just one element to the diagram: the anchor. The frame
principle does not stand alone, without metaphysical explanation. Rather, a
distinct set of facts anchors it.
Actual world

Possible world w2

Billy is a dollar.

Tommy is a dollar.

Billy is a bill printed
by the Bureau of
Printing and
Engraving.

Mary is a dollar.

grounds

grounds

Tommy is a bill printed
by the Bureau of
Printing
and Engraving.

Possible world w3

grounds
Mary is a bill printed
by the Bureau of
Printing and
Engraving.

Billy is not a bill printed
by the Bureau of
Printing and Engraving.

Other possible worlds

Billy is a dollar.

Danny is a dollar. Sally is a dollar.

Mike is a dollar. Belinda is a dollar.

There are no dollars.

grounds
Billy is a bill printed by
the Bureau of Printing
and Engraving.

We collectively
accept CR in the
community

anchors

Tommy is not a bill
printed by the Bureau
of Printing and
Engraving.

Danny is a bill
printed by the
Bureau of
Printing and
Engraving.

Sally is a bill
printed by the
Bureau of
Printing
and Engraving.

No bills were
printed by the
Bureau of
Printing and
Engraving.

…

Mike is a bill
printed by the
Bureau of
Printing and
Engraving.

Belinda is a bill
printed by the
Bureau of
Printing
and Engraving.

(CR) For all z, the fact z is a bill printed by the Bureau of Printing and Engraving
grounds the fact z is a dollar.

Figure 6E A final depiction of Searle’s theory of money
Figure 6E shows the fact about collective acceptance at the lower left,
anchoring the frame principle. The frame principle applies to all the
possibilities in the frame. Whenever the grounding conditions are satisfied by
some object, that object has the social property being a dollar.
This diagram is a useful one. But there is a lot going on, so it is easy
to lose the point. To depict the overall framework and avoid confusion, then,
I will usually leave out the other worlds (e.g. w2, w3, and the other worlds in
figure 6E). But even when I simplify 6E it should be understood that a frame
contains not just one world, but a universe of possible worlds, all anchored in
the same way. That is, all conforming to the same frame principles.
A more general depiction of the framework is shown in figure 6F. In
that diagram, it can be seen that there are two different places — highlighted
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in bold — where facts about individual people (and other facts as well) can
play a role in “making the social world.”
Social fact f (which is of type F)
grounds

Facts g1, …, gm
(which together are of type G)
Facts a1, …, an

anchors

(Frame Principle) Facts of type G ground
facts of type F.

Figure 6F Generic anchoring and grounding diagram
In this figure, the anchoring facts a1, …, an are the facts that set up or put in
place the grounding conditions for social facts of type F. They are the facts,
for instance, that set up the grounding conditions for being a dollar, being a
university, being kosher, being a murderer, being a war criminal, etc. Facts
about people may be involved in anchoring. For instance, the anchors may be
the collective intentions of people in the community.
The grounding facts g1, …, gm are the facts that ground a social fact f.
A grounded social fact in our frame might be one about a particular object,
such as Billy is a dollar bill, Tufts is a university or Assad is a war criminal.
Or it might be a general fact, such as There are dollars, I work at some
university, or The International Criminal Court rarely punishes war
criminals. Any of these facts is grounded by a set of facts in the actual world.
The same grounding conditions also apply to social facts in other possible
worlds. For instance, there is a possible world in which Mother Teresa is a
war criminal. In the actual world, she obviously does not satisfy the
conditions for being a war criminal. But in some remote possible world, she
committed such-and-such heinous acts, and hence satisfies those conditions
we have anchored for being a war criminal. Facts about people may be
involved in grounding as well (or instead). For instance, Mother Teresa’s acts
may be the grounds for the social fact Mother Teresa is a saint or Mother
Teresa is a sinner.
This fills out some general structure of the theories, of which Searle’s
and Hume’s are examples. But there is still a loose thread. All the discussion
so far has been focused on what I called the “Type 2 examples,” ones in which
the role of people in making social facts is that they put in place the
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grounding conditions. What about the relation between the mob and the
mobsters? Here, the people are not putting in place the conditions for being a
mob. The people constitute the mob.

Type 1 examples
The bold type in figure 6F highlights two different roles individual people can
play in “making” the social world. Social facts can be grounded by facts about
people, and frame principles can be anchored by facts about people. With
this clarification, the Type 1 examples — such as the mob, the flow of
commuters, and the Jewish people — are simple to interpret. For these
examples, facts about individual people play an exhaustive role, or at least a
very significant role, in grounding certain social facts about them.
Recall the discussion of grounding from the last chapter. Facts (5.3)
and (5.4) are two facts that stand in the partial grounding relation:
(5.3) Bob, Jane, Tim, Joe, Linda, … and Max ran down Howe
Street.
(5.4) The mob ran down Howe Street.
As I pointed out in the last chapter, (5.3) partially grounds (5.4), but does not
quite fully ground it. For that, we need other facts, such as that Bob, Jane, and
the others are clustered reasonably tightly together.
To work out what facts fully ground (5.4), one approach is to think
more generally about the grounding conditions of a variety of kinds of facts.
What, for instance, are the grounding conditions for a fact of the form x
constitutes a mob? What are the grounding conditions for a fact of the form
x ran down Howe Street? This is not a trivial project, even for so simple a fact
as (5.4).
But even before we embark on such a project — and that will have to
wait until Part Two — we can already see that these facts conform to the
framework above. To ask about the grounding conditions for facts of the
form x constitutes a mob is precisely to ask about the frame principles for
facts of that form. In other words, a fact like The mob ran down Howe Street
fits into the grounding and anchoring framework, just where any other social
fact, such as Billy is a dollar, does. The only difference is that a fact like The
mob ran down Howe Street is grounded by different sorts of facts than those
that ground Billy is a dollar.
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The mob ran down Howe Street.
grounds

Bob, Jane, et al.,
ran down Howe
Street.
Anchoring facts for frame
principles about mobs,
streets, etc.

anchors

Other facts…

For any z, z is … grounds the fact z constitutes a mob
Etc.

Figure 6G A Type 1 fact in the anchoring and grounding framework
In this figure, a circle is drawn around the facts that ground (5.4).
Interestingly, this immediately raises a question that is scarcely noticed. What
sorts of facts anchor the frame principles for facts about mobs? What is the
“glue” holding together the social kind mob? Even if the “Standard Model” is
correct for the case of dollars, or for the case of promises, it is not obvious
that it is correct for the kind mob.

The grounding inquiry and the anchoring inquiry
For each of the two relations — grounding and anchoring — there is a
separate project in social ontology. The grounding inquiry tends to precede
the anchoring inquiry. It is the project of working out the frame principles in
a given frame, usually our current frame, as it is actually anchored. The
anchoring inquiry, on the other hand, examines how our frame principles are
anchored, how we can anchor new frame principles, and how we can change
frames.
In each inquiry, there are both specific and general questions to ask.
For grounding: How is one particular social fact actually grounded? What are
the different ways that particular fact might be grounded? And how are social
facts of some kind actually grounded? What are the grounding conditions, in
general, for facts of that kind? What are the grounding conditions for facts in
general? Is a comprehensive set of the individualistic facts that obtain enough
to ground all the social facts that obtain?
Similarly for anchoring. How is one particular frame principle in our
frame anchored? How else might the same frame principle be anchored?
What about different kinds of frame principles, or frame principles in
general? Are there different schemas for anchoring frame principles? Are all
the anchoring facts individualistic?
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The anchoring and grounding model is meant to raise and clarify
these questions. The overall structure of the model is not committed to any
theory of anchoring or grounding. The structure of the model alone,
however, already clarifies the difference between two different kinds of
individualism about social ontology. There is individualism about grounding,
which we already know by the name “ontological individualism.” And there
is individualism about anchoring. In Chapters 8 and 9, I turn to those
individualisms, both to clarify them and to elaborate on the tension between
them. I also return to the distinction between anchoring and grounding, and
show that an advocate of either individualism should be an even stronger
proponent of the distinction between the two than the skeptic should be.
First, though, I will say more about frame principles, both to avoid any
misunderstanding of this key element of the model, and to exhibit a case in
which even this sketch of a framework pays off.
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Two kinds of individualism
In Chapter 3, I raised an alarm about ontological individualism. Ontological
individualism has long been regarded as obviously true. But it may be no
more defensible than Virchow’s extreme version of cell theory.
All along, however, there have been two traditions about the nature
of the social world. The ontological individualism tradition of Watkins,
Lukes, Kincaid, and Pettit is one. The “Standard Model” tradition of Hume,
Hart, and Searle is another. In the last few chapters, I have assembled a new
model for making sense of both, unifying them in a single framework.
What does this mean for individualism about the social world? How
should this change our understanding of the original thesis of ontological
individualism? And how should we construe individualism in the “Standard
Model” tradition? With the model and tools in hand, we can resolve these.
There are two distinct kinds of individualism, two different kinds of claims
about how social facts are made by facts about individuals. These correspond
to two different locations in the model, as shown in figure 8A:
Anchor
individualism
a claim about
these, in general

Anchoring facts
A1, …, An

Social fact f (which is of type F)
grounds

Facts g1, …, gm
(which together are of type G)

anchors

(Frame Principle) Facts of type G
ground facts of type F

Ontological
individualism a
claim about these,
in general

Figure 8A Two kinds of individualism
What I will call “anchor individualism” is a claim about how frame
principles can be anchored. Ontological individualism, in contrast, is best
understood as a claim about how social facts can be grounded. I will begin
with a comment on the sets of social and individualistic facts, and then turn
to a brief sketch of anchor individualism. Most of this chapter, however, is
devoted to revisiting ontological individualism. Moving beyond the
“supervenience” interpretation, I introduce two complementary notions:
determination and dependence. Both of these can be analyzed in terms of
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grounding, and with them, we can develop a more up-to-date understanding
of ontological individualism. Supervenience turns out to be a useful (albeit
imperfect) tool for evaluating whether ontological individualism is true. But
it is not the best way to analyze ontological individualism itself.
I will defer one important issue to the next chapter: that anchors are
not included among the grounds of a social fact, and correspondingly that
ontological individualism is not about anchoring.

Individualistic facts
To put forward any version of individualism, a key task is to identify which
facts are the social facts, and which facts are the individualistic ones. This task
is unavoidable for a proponent of individualism. The individualist needs to
have a clear sense of these. Otherwise, it is pointless for her to assert that the
social facts are exhaustively “built out of” the individualistic ones.
I am not confident this can be done: debate about these categories
has been going on for decades. For this reason, I want to avoid evaluating the
dozens of conceptions of “individualistic” and “social.” 1 Instead, I will grant
to the individualist that we can take each proposition and sort it into one of
three mutually exclusive categories: the social, the individualistic, and the
ones that are neither social nor individualistic. As I discussed in Chapter 5,
the propositions corresponding to the social facts need to be understood
more broadly than they often are. If we can figure out which properties and
objects are the social ones, the social propositions are plausibly the ones that
have any social object or social property as a constituent. For instance,
propositions like The mob is cold and John is rich are each social propositions.
The individualistic propositions are those that have individual people or
individualistic properties as constituents, but not social ones. John is cold is
an individualistic proposition. Some propositions are neither social nor
individualistic, such as The sun is 93 million miles from the earth.
The social facts, then, are those corresponding to the social
propositions, and the individualistic facts are those corresponding to the
individualistic propositions. I will use the letter S to denote the set of possible
social facts, the letter N for the set of possible individualistic facts, and the

1

I do discuss this in Epstein 2009 and Epstein 2014.
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letter Z for the set of possible facts that are neither social nor individualistic.

What is anchor individualism?
Anchor individualism is a thesis about how frame principles are anchored. It
is a thesis about anchoring in general: all frame principles, across all frames,
are exhaustively anchored by facts about individual people. Searle’s collective
acceptance theory is an example. Whenever a constitutive rule is anchored in
a community, it is anchored by the “we-attitudes” of individuals in the
community. Searle makes few commitments to what sorts of facts ground
social facts. But his “collective acceptance” theory restricts anchors to a very
limited set of mental states of individual people. 2
If Searle is right, that means that every actual frame principle is
anchored in the same way. And that every possible frame principle is also
anchored in the same way: always by collective acceptance of the principle
itself. 3 To illustrate, Table 8a lists the frame principles and anchors for two
different frames. The “Frame 1” column lists frame principles for x is a dollar
and x is a first degree murderer. And the “Frame 2” column gives a different
set of frame principles for these kinds of social facts. Each also lists the
respective set of anchors, according to Searle’s theory.
Table 8a
Multiple frames
Frame 1
Frame
principles

Frame 2

• (D1) If x is a bill issued by the

• (D2) If x is a bill issued by the

Bureau of Engraving and

Treasury Department, that

Printing, that grounds the fact

grounds the fact that x is a

that x is a dollar.

dollar.

• (M1) If x kills with deliberately

• (M2) If x kills deliberately but

premeditated malice

without malice, that grounds

aforethought, that grounds the

the fact that x is a first degree

fact that x is a first degree

murderer.

murderer.
Anchors

• We collectively accept D1

• We collectively accept D2

• We collectively accept M1

• We collectively accept M2

In Searle’s view, a “we-attitude” is simply a different kind of internal mental state of an
individual than an “I-attitude” is. (Searle 2010, pp. 42-50)
3
Searle has slightly modified this in Searle 2010, with his discussion of collective recognition.
2
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Other versions of anchor individualism
Searle’s theory is not the only version of anchor individualism. All
the versions of the Standard Model of Social Ontology are also varieties.
There may also be versions of anchor individualism that are not
representatives of the Standard Model at all.
One way that Searle’s theory is particularly restrictive is in its limited
set of anchors. Only attitudes toward frame principles — not more general
attitudes, not regularities, not practices, nor anything else — anchor frame
principles themselves. The other theories I have mentioned allow for more
inclusive anchoring facts. On Hart’s theory of practices, the anchors of a rule
R are not only attitudes towards R, but also behaviors conforming to R. In
other words, the anchors involve actions, not just attitudes. Hume’s theory is
slightly more liberal still. It involves attitudes and behaviors as well, only the
attitudes do not need to be attitudes towards the convention. Instead, the
attitudes are about the sorts of things that other members of the community
know and want.
Of the three, only Searle’s version holds that frame principles are
anchored by psychological facts about individual people. Despite this, in all
the accounts, the facts anchoring frame principles are facts about individual
people. The theorist who denies anchor individualism will take anchors to
include facts that are not facts about individual people.
Anchors for each frame principle, or just for the whole set of them?
Searle’s theory is also particularly restrictive in that it proposes that
any given constitutive rule have a specific anchor. Each rule has one
corresponding set of anchoring facts, and in Searle’s theory, the
corresponding set is easy to identify: Constitutive rule x holds in a community
c if and only if every member of c has the we-attitude: We accept x. 4
This sort of correspondence, however, is more than the anchor
individualist needs. We could construct a less reductive thesis of anchor
individualism, using the same kind of generality that I described in
connection with ontological individualism. As I discussed in Chapter 2,
ontological individualism says only that the social facts are exhaustively
4

Searle’s theory is also narrow in its formulation of frame principles, as X counts as Y in C. But
this is a matter of what he takes to be anchored, not the facts that do the anchoring, which is
what anchor individualism pertains to.
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determined by individualistic facts as a whole. It is silent on whether or not a
reductive account of the grounds of social facts is possible. To be ontological
individualists, we do not need every social property to be connected to a
specific set of individual level properties. Similarly, a theorist who argues that
anchors in general must be individualistic does not need to specify the
particular anchors for any given frame principle. Instead, he may just make a
claim about the relation of a whole set of anchors to a whole set of frame
principles.
A theory of convention, for instance, may take there to be a diverse
set of facts that together anchor a variety of conventions. It may not regard
conventions as being anchored one by one. It may be, for instance, that we
have a huge number of conventions about driving cars, and that all of these
conventions are jointly anchored by a huge set of interconnected behaviors
and beliefs about driving. Just as ontological individualism is the generic
thesis that social facts are exhaustively built out of facts about individuals,
anchor individualism can be the generic thesis that the grounding conditions
for social facts are exhaustively anchored by facts about individuals. That is, it
is a claim about a relation holding between a whole set of “social-level
principles” and a whole set of “individual-level facts.”
In short, one could be an anchor individualist without having a
specific theory of how individual frame principles are anchored. One merely
needs to be committed to the view that frame principles in general are
anchored by facts about individuals.
The anchoring inquiry
Theories about how we anchor the social world arguably stretch back
to Plato and Aristotle, both of whom discussed the role of agreement in
forming language and laws. 5 Despite this long tradition, there are still
surprisingly few theories of how and why certain facts anchor certain kinds of
rules or principles. These theories have been stunted for a number of reasons:
We often fail to distinguish anchors from grounds, so the inquiries have
become muddled; theorists have been unwilling to look deeply into the
nuances of individual cases; the relation between convention and collective
intentions has remained murky; and most importantly, theorists have
5

See, for instance, Cratylus 384d and De Interp. 16b19.
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insisted that there can be only one schema by which anchoring works.
Even a quick look at the last chapter shows that this is unlikely to be
right. Hart’s theory of practices, for instance, is only meant to apply to the
rule of recognition. A theory of anchoring needs to confront the frame
principles for many kinds of social facts. Frame principles for facts of the
form x is a murderer or x is a felon may be anchored in the way that primary
rules are. Those for facts of the form x is a U.S. law may be anchored in the
way secondary rules are. Those for facts of the form x is money or x is a
corporation may be anchored still differently.
Altogether, the anchoring inquiry is wide open terrain, both for
anchor individualists and for their opponents. In my view, the best way to
assess anchor individualism is to consider anchoring more generally. And
that is a topic for a bigger book than this one.
As I pointed out, however, the “grounding inquiry” is more pertinent
to modeling than is the “anchoring inquiry.” This means that, at least for the
practice of social science, the failure of ontological individualism has a more
immediate impact than the failure of anchor individualism does.
How then, after all this, should we understand ontological
individualism? It is almost always analyzed in terms of supervenience, but
that is not the best way to go. In the next sections, I develop a new analysis.
Ontological individualism is better understood as a thesis about grounding.
Or more specifically, as a thesis about dependence, which I will define in
terms of grounding.
I will then return to supervenience, to explain two points. First is the
relation between a dependence claim and a supervenience claim. Second, and
much more important, is the common mistake in applying supervenience to
facts.

Making sense of determination and dependence
What does it mean to say that social facts depend on facts about individuals,
or that facts about individuals determine the social facts? Dependence and
determination differ somewhat. Both can be understood in terms of the
grounding relation. Both are claims about how various possible facts can be
grounded. First I will consider what it means to say that a fact G determines a
fact F, and what it means to say that a fact F depends on a fact G.
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Subsequently I will turn to sets of facts.
The words ‘determines’ and ‘depends on’ are often used loosely.
When we say that G determines F, we sometimes mean a cause-and-effect
relation: G causes F to be the case. Other times, we mean a grounding
relation: G is a full metaphysical reason that F obtains. Here I will use it with
one precise and stronger meaning.
(8.1) G determines F: it is necessary that if G is the case, G grounds F.
You will recognize this as the form of many of the frame principles I have
discussed above, with an added explicit “it is necessary that.” For instance,
suppose that G is the fact Whitey killed Bucky with deliberately
premeditated malice aforethought, and F is the fact Whitey is a first degree
murderer. Then, to say that G determines F is to say It is necessary that if
Whitey killed Bucky with deliberately premeditated malice aforethought, that
fact grounds the fact that Whitey is a first degree murderer.
In short, the idea of G determining F is that anywhere, in any possible
world, whenever you have G, that is enough for it to fully ground F. This
leaves open the possibility that F can be grounded in other ways. If you have
G, then G fully grounds F, but you could have F without its being grounded
by G. (Recall that G grounds F is the same as G fully grounds F.) 6
Sometimes

people

use

‘depends

on’

interchangeably

with

‘determines’. This is not quite right. There is a subtle but significant
difference between the two.
One thing that makes the notions of determination and dependence
confusing is that they take their relata in a different order. We say, for
instance, that facts about my brain determine facts about my thoughts, and
that facts about my thoughts depend on facts about my brain. To avoid the
confusion, I will keep using the letters F and G in the same way I did above: G
is the grounding fact, and F is the fact that is grounded. Again, we can take G
to be a fact like Whitey killed Bucky with deliberately premeditated malice
aforethought, and F to be a fact like Whitey is a first degree murderer.
6

I mentioned in Chapter 5 that I side with the “contingency” rather than the “necessitarian”
view of grounding. That detail matters if we are to make sense of my definition of
determination. The problem is that on the competing view, my definition is redundant —
determination is implied by grounding. It would not matter terribly if it were redundant,
but I want to be sure to avoid confusion. Since I do not assume that grounding implies
necessitation, the definition of determination is not redundant.
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The intuitive difference between determination and dependence is
this. To say that G determines F is to say that G always makes F obtain. More
specifically: G being the case guarantees that F is the case, and G is a complete
metaphysical reason for F. To say that F depends on G is to say that F needs
G, in order for F to obtain. More specifically: F guarantees that G is the case,
and that G is at least part of the metaphysical explanation for F. Thus there
are two differences between determination and dependence. One is that
dependence has F as the antecedent of its conditional. The other difference is
that dependence need not involve the full grounding relation, but only
involves partial grounding:
(8.2) F depends on G: it is necessary that if F is the case, G partially
grounds F.
If F depends on G, then anywhere, in any possible world, if F obtains, then it
is partially grounded by G. But it leaves open the possibility that G can obtain
without grounding F. 7
Although I am reluctant to burden us with too many relations, I
should introduce one more: the full dependence relation. That is the same as
dependence, but with full grounding instead of partial grounding. This
relation will be useful in a moment, when we start thinking about how sets of
facts can depend on other sets of facts. So the definition of full dependence is
this:
(8.3) F fully depends on G: it is necessary that if F is the case, G
grounds F.
Why isn’t this the intuitive notion of dependence, and why instead do I say
that dependence just involves partial grounding? Because plain dependence
just involves some reason, one of the reasons, for the fact obtaining. We say
that Whitey is a first degree murderer depends on the fact Whitey killed
somebody. That is true, even though having killed somebody is not itself
enough to fully ground being a first degree murderer. F depends on G just in
case it needs G. G may not be the only thing F needs. F fully depends on G
just in case it is the only thing F needs.
Thus there is a sort of imperfect symmetry between determination
7

Interestingly, in the literature on grounding in metaphysics, there is an active discussion of
dependence, but determination is somewhat overlooked. Rosen 2010, for instance, errs in
his account of “real definition,” because he uses a formula like (8.3) and overlooks the need
for a determination clause.
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and dependence. The determination relation between Whitey killed Bucky
with deliberately premeditated malice aforethought and Whitey is a first
degree murderer is that whenever you have the killing, that entails that the
murderer fact also obtains. The dependence relation is that whenever you
have the murderer fact, that entails that it is partially grounded by the killing.
Notice that in this example, determination holds but dependence does not.
Whitey killed Bucky with deliberately premeditated malice aforethought
determines Whitey is a first degree murderer. But Whitey is a first degree
murderer does not depend on Whitey killed Bucky with deliberately
premeditated malice aforethought. After all, suppose Whitey hadn’t killed
Bucky. He still killed lots of other people with deliberately premeditated
malice aforethought. So he would have been a first degree murderer without
that fact being even partially grounded by the killing of Bucky.
Here is another example to illustrate determination and dependence.
Consider the following three facts:
(8.4) I married Sarah on July 13, 2008, both of us are alive, and we
have not divorced.
(8.5) I married someone at some point in the past.
(8.6) I am married.
(8.4) determines (8.6): it is necessary that if I married Sarah in the past, and
we are both alive and undivorced, then those facts fully ground the fact that I
am married. But (8.6) does not depend on (8.4). I could have been married to
someone else, so that fact could obtain without being even partially grounded
by (8.4).
On the other hand, (8.6) does depend on (8.5): it must be that if I am
married, that fact is partially grounded by the fact that I married somebody in
the past. But (8.5) does not determine (8.6): even if I married someone in the
past, I might have divorced in the interim.

Defining ontological individualism
Ontological individualism is not just a claim about one social fact and one
individualistic fact. It is a claim about the grounding of all the social facts. Up
to this point, I have spoken of it as a claim that social facts are exhaustively
determined by facts about individuals. But ontological individualism is best
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understood as a claim about dependence — about the dependence of all
social facts on some set of individualistic facts. The ontological individualist
says that if we have some set of social facts that obtain, then the grounds for
those facts — the full metaphysical reason for their obtaining — is some set
of individualistic facts.
It will come as no surprise that there are various ways to cash this
out. One natural way is to look at all the social facts in all the possible worlds.
For each social fact, if that social fact obtains in a world, then also obtaining
in that world is a set of individualistic facts that grounds that social fact. 8
That is:
(OI1) For any possible world w, and any social fact f at w, there is
some subset X of N (where N is the set of possible
individualistic facts), such that X grounds f at w.
This is a dependence claim. All social facts in all worlds depend on some set
or other of individualistic facts in that world.
This is not the only way to fill in the details. Here is one reservation
we could have about this definition of ontological individualism: it takes each
social fact to have its own individualistic grounds. This seems hard to deny, if
one is to be an ontological individualist. But we could come up with a weaker
interpretation, which does not require this and still seems to qualify as
ontological individualism. That is, if we take the set of social facts in any
world, that whole set taken together must be fully grounded by some set of
individualistic facts in that world. To put it more precisely, we need to refer
to one huge fact we can call the “total social fact” for a world. Take all the
social facts that obtain in a world — that is, the subset of S all of whose
members obtain in the world. Then let the “total social fact” in that world be
the single fact that all the facts in that subset obtain. Then ontological
individualism can be understood as the following:
(OI2) For any possible world w, if F is the total social fact at w, then
there is some subset X of N, such that X grounds F at w.
We can also make other changes to account for different ways we might take
the individualistic facts to relate to the social facts. 9 All these details show that

8
9

In the next chapter, I discuss the restriction to our frame.
For instance, we can change ‘grounds’ to ‘determines’, to ensure that individualistic facts
ground the social facts in a uniform way across all possibilities.
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ontological individualism is a family of theses, not just one. We can precisely
define a variety of versions, using the grounding relation. These definitions
capture its intuitive force, and also capture various nuances that the
ontological individualist may or may not want to commit to.
These definitions also show that if we want to confront ontological
individualism, either to support it or attack it, we do it via the grounding
inquiry. What are the grounding conditions for social facts? What are, in
other words, their frame principles?
And they show how we can distinguish ontological individualism
from its traditional analysis as a supervenience thesis. Supervenience has its
uses, but it also has significant limitations.

Supervenience
Ontological individualism is a claim about what grounds what, rather than a
claim about what supervenes on what. Supervenience should be regarded as a
family of diagnostic tools. The supervenience of one set of properties on
another set of properties provides strong — but not infallible — evidence that
the facts involving the first set metaphysically depend (in one way or
another) on the facts involving the other set. But it only provides that
evidence if it is correctly set up and interpreted.
I will consider only the one best candidate for formulating
ontological individualism: global supervenience. 10 Global supervenience, like
most forms, is a relation between sets of properties: a set A of properties and
a set B of properties. Intuitively, to say that A globally supervenes on B is to
say that if we fix all of the B-properties in the whole world, then that suffices
to fix all the A-properties in the world as well. To say that the chemical
properties globally supervene on the properties of microphysics is to say that if
all the microphysical properties are fixed, everywhere in the world, then there
is no more work to do in fixing the chemical properties. They are already
fixed. To say that the social properties globally supervene on the
individualistic properties, then, is to say that if all the individualistic
properties are fixed, everywhere in the world, then there is no more work to

10

There are, in fact, several versions of global supervenience, but their differences are not
important for our purposes; cf. Epstein 2009.
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do in fixing the social properties.
But that is just an intuitive characterization. More specifically,
supervenience claims are always about how distributions of properties covary, or change in sync with one another, across different possible worlds.
Here is a common formulation of the global supervenience of a set A of
properties on a set B of properties:
A-properties globally supervene on B-properties if and only if for any
worlds w1 and w2, if w1 and w2 have exactly the same worldwide pattern of
distribution of B-properties, then they have exactly the same world-wide
pattern of distribution of A-properties. 11

Applying this to social and individualistic properties, if two worlds have
different distributions of social properties, then they also must have different
distributions of individualistic properties. 12 Variations in the social properties
entail variations in the individualistic properties.
A diagnostic tool
Global supervenience can be a good diagnostic tool for assessing
whether a thesis like OI1 is true. Suppose OI1 were false. Then there would
be some social fact, in some world, that was not fully grounded by any set of
individualistic facts in that world. The most natural way for that to happen is
if there is something else that makes that social fact obtain, other than the
individualistic facts. So if we change that other thing, the social fact will
change,

without

having changed

the individualistic

facts.

Global

supervenience would likely fail.
Conversely, suppose global supervenience fails. That is, suppose
there is a difference between the distributions of social properties between
two worlds without there being a difference in the distributions of
individualistic properties. How can there be such a difference? The most
natural way is if there is at least some social fact, in some world, that is not
fully grounded by any set of individualistic facts. Which means OI1 would be
false.
But the connection between OI1 and global supervenience is not
perfect. One can succeed without the other succeeding, and one can fail
11
12

McLaughlin and Bennett 2005. See also Kim 1984.
The different versions of global supervenience correspond to different ways of interpreting
“worldwide patterns of distribution.” See Sider 2006, Sider 1999, Bennett 2004a, and Shagrir
2002.
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without the other failing. As I say, global supervenience is good but not
infallible evidence. Many philosophers have noticed that the co-variation of
social with individualistic facts can never be enough to guarantee that the
individualistic facts are the metaphysical reason for the social facts obtaining.
We can have whatever version of supervenience we want, and it still does not
give us grounding. 13 Supervenience is not enough to capture dependence,
and we should not expect it to be. The force of a thesis that neuters dualism
cannot be just that social facts co-vary in the right way, with respect to
individualistic ones. It has to be that they are metaphysically built out of the
individualistic ones. To take a supervenience relation to be the same thing as
a dependence relation is tantamount to confusing the ultrasound with the
pregnancy.
A practical shortcoming
I want to stress a different shortcoming of supervenience — more
practical than principled, but still serious. Supervenience is most commonly
understood as a relation between sets of properties, not sets of facts. It is not
that supervenience cannot be understood as a relation between sets of facts.
The problem, though, is that this conversion is often done wrong. People
often misunderstand the relation between a set of properties and a set of
facts. This leads them to mistakenly conclude that a set of facts supervenes on
another set of facts when it actually does not.
Consider, for example, the following passage from Jaegwon Kim’s
seminal paper on supervenience. Kim explains how to turn a claim about the
supervenience of facts into a claim about the supervenience of properties:
A singular fact, I take it, is something of the form a is F, where a is an
individual and F a property; and to say that the fact that a is F is a fact of
kind P (say, a psychological fact) amounts, arguably, to saying that F is a
property of kind P (say, a psychological property). It follows then that for
two worlds to be identical in regard to facts of kind P is for the following
to hold: for any property F of kind P and any x, x has F in one world if and
only if x has F in the other. 14

To apply Kim’s statement to social facts and social properties: To say that the
fact a is F is a social fact amounts to saying that F is a social property. And it
follows that for two worlds to be identical in regard to their social facts is for
13
14

See van Cleve 1990, McLaughlin 1995, and Rosen 2010, pp. 113-14
Kim 1984, p. 169
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the following to hold: for any social property F and any x, x has F in one
world if and only if x has F in the other.
This is a mistake. Consider the fact The sun is warm. One might
think that this is an example of a “solar fact,” but that is not so, according to
Kim’s definition. It is a “temperature fact,” since the property F is a
temperature property. Likewise, the fact The freshman class at Tufts is warm
is a temperature fact, on Kim’s definition, but not a social fact. In other
words, the way Kim translates fact supervenience into property
supervenience is to drop the part that is not a property.
As I pointed out in introducing social facts, it is not correct that a fact
of the form a is F is a social fact just in case F is a social property. It is also
social fact if a is a social object. Consider two worlds, one in which the
freshman class at Tufts is cold, and the other, in which the freshman class at
Tufts is warm. These worlds differ in their social facts. But Kim’s definition
would imply that they do not.
Because supervenience is most perspicuously understood as a
relation between property sets, it leads to mistakes when we consider sets of
facts. In particular, it leads people to underestimate what social properties
need to be included. If supervenience is to address the relation between social
and individualistic facts, we need to do one of two things: (1) come up with a
form of supervenience that explicitly relates sets of facts, or (2) expand the set
of properties so that we are sure that all the social facts are taken care of.
There are several ways we can appropriately expand the set of social
properties. For instance, we can include in the set of social properties all the
“identity properties” for all the social objects. That is, properties of the form
being an a. (For example, the property being the freshman class at Tufts.) A
different option is to turn the social facts into properties: for every social fact
f, we could include the property being such that f obtains.
This problem is not unsolvable, but it is often overlooked. People
take some limited set of properties, apply them to a limited set of objects, and
conclude that supervenience works. Supervenience has been misapplied by so
many people for so long that I think it is fair to criticize the tool as
misleading.
Again, this leads us back to preferring talk about facts, and
grounding and determination and dependence relations among sets of facts.
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Supervenience can be an effective diagnostic tool when it is applied properly.
But it is a tricky piece of machinery. The current approach tends to leave out
literally half of every social fact. This mistake, in my view, is a key reason that
30 years have gone by since supervenience was first applied to ontological
individualism without people realizing that ontological individualism is
flawed.
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